Given a graph G = (V, E) with n vertices, m edges and maximum vertex degree ∆, the load distribution of a coloring ϕ : V → {red, blue} is a pair d ϕ = (r ϕ , b ϕ ), where r ϕ is the number of edges with at least one end-vertex colored red and b ϕ is the number of edges with at least one end-vertex colored blue. Our aim is to find a coloring ϕ such that the (maximum) load,
Introduction
We consider the following problem. Given a graph G = (V, E) on n vertices and m edges, define the load of a k-coloring ϕ : V → {1, . . . , k} as 1 m · max i∈{1,...,k}
|{e ∈ E | ϕ −1 (i) ∩ e = ∅}|, the maximum fraction of edges with at least one end-point in color i, where the maximum is taken over all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The question we ask is: How can one minimize the load over all k-colorings?
In this paper the focus is on coloring the vertices of a graph with 2 colors, red and blue. For a coloring ϕ : V → {red, blue} we define the load distribution of ϕ by d ϕ := (r ϕ , b ϕ ), where r ϕ counts the number of edges incident with at least one red vertex, and b ϕ is the number of edges incident with at least one blue vertex. The aim is to find a coloring ϕ such that the maximum load,
· max{r ϕ , b ϕ }, is minimized. In the following we shall skip the term "maximum" and refer to l ϕ simply as the load of the coloring ϕ. We call the problem of finding a coloring ϕ that minimizes l ϕ Minimum Load Coloring Problem (MLCP).
MLCP is a natural judicious graph partitioning problem aiming at the optimization of several quantities at the same time. Let (V r , V b ) be a bipartition of G and let E(V r ) (resp. E(V b )) denote the set of edges with both end-points in V r (resp. V b ). Then our problem is equivalent to maximizing min{|E(V r )|, |E(V b )|} over all bipartitions of G. Similar graph partitioning problems were studied in the survey article of Scott [12] . One of the problems mentioned in this survey article is minimize max{|E(V r )|, |E(V b )|} over all bipartitions of G. The max-min and the minmax problem are not equivalent as can be seen from the following examples: while for chains (graphs consisting of a single open path) the optima are the same, on bipartite graphs with 4n vertices and m = 2n edges covering all vertices, the optimal solutions differ by m/2.
Motivation
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) enables a simple optical fiber to carry more information per unit time by dividing its carrying capacity into many channels. Each of these channels uses a separate wavelength or frequency. Thus, in a broadcast WDM network with a passive star coupler a packet transmitted by a node on a particular channel can be received by all nodes with receivers tuned to that channel. A broadcast WDM network with a passive star coupler consists of n nodes. Each node or user has a transmitter (resp. receiver) that can be used to transmit (resp. receive) packets using any of the k (< n) channels. More precisely, a node can transmit (resp. receive) copies of a packet, albeit not simustaneously, on different channels. It is not allowed to transmit two packets on the same channel at the same time. The reader is referred to the survey of Rouskas and Thaker [11] or [3] for more details.
We call those nodes of the network that want to send packets of data to other nodes active nodes. We assume that each active node wants to send its packet to exactly r unique other nodes. This enables us to model the WDM network as an r-uniform hypergraphs where vertices correspond to the nodes of the network and hyperedges represent joint destinations of data packets sent by active nodes. As an example consider the WDM network in Figure 1 with n = 5 nodes/users all of which are active and r = 2 (on the left) and the corresponding graph (on the right). In this WDM network node 1 wants to send a message to nodes 2 und 3, node 2 wants to transmit a message to nodes 1 and 5, and so on. The graph on the right can be interpreted as follows. The edges in the graph correspond to the active nodes in the network. The two end-vertices of an edge e i in the graph represent the two nodes in the network to which node i wants to send a message to. So the end-vertices of edge e 1 in the graph are 2 and 3, the end-vertices of edge e 2 in the graph are 1 and 5, and so on. Taking the number of channels, k, to be the number of colors, we can define an MLCP on this graph.
Since the number of channels is less than the number of nodes, two kinds of optimization problems arise. The first problem is, given the demands of the n nodes, assign channels to receivers of these nodes such that no channel or wavelength is overloaded with packets. The network performs better when the maximum load over all the channels is minimized. Once the assignment part is over, the next problem is to schedule the broadcast of packets so as to minimize the duration or makespan of the broadcast. Baldine and Rouskas [3] use dynamic load balancing while reconfiguring the demands of some nodes.
In [1] , Ageev et al. consider the scheduling aspects stated above. Bampis and Rouskas [4] give approximation algorithms that take both the assignment part and the scheduling part of the whole problem into account.
In this paper the main focus is on the case k = 2 and r = 2. We hope that our results can serve as a basis for further research on the general case corresponding to an MLCP on a non-uniform multi-hypergraph.
Our Results
After some preliminaries including the establishment of NP -hardness of the problem in Section 2, we show how to solve the MLCP on trees optimally in O(n 3 ) time (Section 3). Such an optimal solution is proven to have a load of at most 1 2 + (∆/m) log 2 n. Section 4 is concerned with graphs of genus g > 0. With a separator theorem proved with techniques from Djidjev [6] we obtain an O(n + g)-time algorithm for constructing a coloring with load bounded by 1/2 + 48 √ g∆n/m. This is a (1 + o(1))-approximation in case
. In Section 5 we analyze arbitrary instances of the problem. We show that a random coloring has load 3 4 + O( ∆/m) with high probability. This immediately yields a randomized algorithm that can be turned into a deterministic algorithm via the method of conditional probabilities [2] . The bound is quite strong: in the random graph model G(n, m), almost all graphs have no coloring with load less than 3 4 − n/m. In the last section we consider extensions of our results to k > 2 colors.
Preliminaries
In this section we state some basic facts. Let
denote the optimal load of a graph G = (V, E). Given a red-blue coloring ϕ, we shall refer to the set of red vertices as V r and to the set of blue vertices as V b . The set of edges connecting V r and V b is denoted by E(V r , V b ).
Proof. Since every edge of G is counted as red or blue (or both), l(G) ≥ 1 2 . Obviously, every red-blue coloring of G has load at most 1.
In particular, each two-coloring of a graph G is a 2-approximation of l(G).
Let G be a star, then l(G) = 1. In fact, stars and the triangle graph are the only graphs with optimum load 1.
Remark 2.2 Let G = (V, E) be a graph with l(G) = 1 then G is either a triangle or a star.
Proof. If G is neither a triangle nor a star, then E contains two edges e 1 , e 2 with e 1 ∩ e 2 = ∅. Coloring the endpoints of e 1 in red and the rest of E in blue yields a load that is strictly less than 1.
Stars also show that the maximum degree ∆ of the input graph yields a lower bound of ∆/m on l(G). It is easy to see that the lower bound of 1/2 is attained only if G consists of monochromatic components. + |V r |(n − |V r |), we infer that |V r | ≥ n/2. Since the number of red edges is increasing with |V r | the claim follows.
It is also easy to find an optimal two-coloring of cycles and chains. Here, each of the two classes in an optimal coloring forms a connected component. This is already false for trees (cf. Section 3).
Let us observe that for regular graphs on an even number of vertices, the MLCP is equivalent to the MinBisection-problem of dividing the set of vertices into two equal halves that are connected by a minimum number of edges.
Lemma 2.1 Let k ∈ AE. Let G = (V, E) be a k-regular graph with n := |V | even, and let ϕ : V → {red,blue} be an optimal coloring, then either |V r | = |V b | or an optimal coloring with |V r | = |V b | can be obtained by recoloring an arbitrary vertex of the larger color class. , and the number of blue edges is
since n is even. If we change the color of an arbitrary red vertex v into blue, the number of red edges decreases by at most k, while the number of blue edges increases by at most k. Consequently, l ϕ does not increase and the resulting coloring is still optimal. On the other hand, l ϕ must not decrease either. This means that r ϕ has to stay the same or b ϕ has to increase by at least k. Either of these events can occur only if v has only red neighbors. Since v is an arbitrary red vertex, we conclude that G consists of monochromatic components. If |V r | > |V b | + 2 we can recolor another red vertex v ′ without increasing l ϕ . But choosing v ′ as a neighbor of v results in an overall decrease of l ϕ contradicting the choice of ϕ as an optimal coloring. Hence |V r | = |V b | + 2, and thus recoloring v yields an optimal coloring with |V r | = |V b |.
Given a k-regular graph with an even number of vertices, we see by Lemma 2.1 that every optimal coloring ϕ induces a bisection of V (either at once or after recoloring an arbitrary vertex of the larger class) with
Since ϕ is optimal, |E(V r , V b )|, the size of the edge cut separating the classes V r and V b , is minimum, so we have a minimum bisection. On the other hand, every minimum bisection V 1 , V 2 of V gives rise to a coloring with load
where E(V 1 , V 2 ) denotes the set of edges between V 1 and V 2 . Obviously, this load is optimal. Hence MLCP and MinBisection are equivalent on regular graphs with n even. For k ≥ 3, MinBisection on k-regular graphs is as hard as general MinBisection (see [5] ). Since the decision version of MinBisection is NP -complete [7] , and the load of any proposed solution for the MLCP can be evaluated in polynomial time, we have established NP -completeness also for the MLCP.
Theorem 2.1 The decision version of the MLCP is NP -complete.
In this section, we show how to efficiently compute an optimal solution for the MLCP on trees. We also show that any tree G with n vertices and maximum vertex degree ∆ has load at most 1 2 + (∆/m) log 2 n. The key to prove this result is the following more general lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let G = (V, E) be a tree on n vertices and let m 1 , m 2 ∈ AE such that m 1 + m 2 = n − 1. Then there is a red-blue coloring of V such that at least m 1 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n edges are monochromatic red and at least m 2 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n are monochromatic blue.
Proof. We use induction. Clearly, the lemma holds for n ≤ 3. Let us assume that the lemma holds for all trees on less than n vertices. Let v ∈ V be a vertex such that deleting v breaks G into k ≥ 2 components C i , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where the number of vertices n i in component C i is at most n/2. (To show the existence of v, assume for the sake of a contradiction that each vertex is the origin of at least one branch with more than n 2 nodes. Let v be a vertex whose maximum branch C is minimum, and let v ′ be the neighbor of v in C.
− 1, |C| − 1} < |C| contradicting the minimality of |C|.) It is easy to see that there exist I 1 , I 2 ⊆ {1, . . . , k} such that:
Note that either I 1 or I 2 can also be empty, but not both. Color the vertices of components with indices in I 1 (resp. I 2 ) with red (resp. blue). The central vertex v is arbitrarily colored red or blue. Let C j be the component that is left uncolored, that is, {1, . . . , k}
is a partition of the number of edges of C j . By induction, there is a red-blue coloring of C j such that at least m ′ 1 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n j of its edges are monochromatic red and at least m ′ 2 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n j are monochromatic blue. Now, the total number of monochromatic red edges is at least i∈I 1 (n i − 1) + m
, which is at least m 1 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n. Similarly, the total number of monochromatic blue edges is at least m 2 + 1 − ∆ log 2 n.
¿From the lemma, we easily deduce the following. + (∆/m) log 2 n.
We did not try to optimize the error term (∆/m) log 2 n. It is clear that it has to contain a linear dependence on ∆, this is shown by stars, and a logarithmic dependence on the number of vertices. The latter is shown by a complete ternary tree.
the complete ternary tree with leaves at distance d from the root. We consider the nodes as grouped into levels according to the distance from the root, so the root is at level 0, and the leaves are the level d nodes. Moreover we view the edges as being directed from lower to higher level nodes. Let ϕ be an optimal coloring of G d such that 
edges, we can recursively estimate
and hence, r d ≥
To see that (i) holds, note that if G d does not contain both red and blue leaves, then For the proof of (ii), we can convince ourselves that given two unsaturated vertices at the same level saturate one of them without increasing the load by exchanging two of the unsaturated vertices' branches.
This example also demonstrates that in an optimal coloring the color classes may induce disconnected subgraphs.
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.1 is constructive. We thus have an efficient algorithm computing colorings with load at most
+ (∆/2) log 2 n. However, it is also possible to compute optimal colorings for trees efficiently. Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a tree on n vertices. Let us consider G as being rooted in some arbitrary vertex a. We assign each v ∈ V a distance dist v given by the length of the path from a to v and view each edge e ∈ E as pointing from lower to higher level nodes. So, we think of G as a directed tree with the root a at level 0, the successors N(a) := {v ∈ V | (a, v) ∈ E} of a at level 1, etc. For each v ∈ V we denote by T v the induced subtree of G rooted in v, i.e., T v is the subgraph of G induced by v and all of its (iterated) successors. We define for each arbitrary subtree G ′ of G with root a ′ ,
the set of possible load distributions for G ′ (we may assume ϕ(a ′ ) = red without loss of generality). Suppose, we can efficiently compute D G . Since |D G | ≤ n 2 , we can also efficiently find the load l(G) of an optimal coloring by searching D G for the load distribution with smallest maximum component. We will show that D G can be determined in polynomial time by iteratively computing D Tv for all v ∈ V , in reverse breadth first order. The iteration is based on two operations:
) denote the composite tree and define
Since for each tree G ′ we defined D G ′ to contain only load distributions of colorings where the root of G ′ is colored red, it will be necessary to eventually flip colors in the course of our desired iteration. For convenience, let us denote the inverse coloring of a given coloring ϕ (where colors red and blue are exchanged) by ϕ.
Claim 1. For all subtrees
Proof. Let (r, b) ∈ D v+G ′ and let ϕ : V ′ ∪ {v} → {red, blue} be a coloring with d ϕ = (r, b) and ϕ(v) = red. Let
There is a coloring ϕ : V ′ → {red, blue} with ϕ(a ′ ) = red and either d ϕ = (r − 1, b) or d ϕ = (b − 1, r − 1). In the first case, extending ϕ to V ′ ∪ {v} by coloring v red gives a coloring ϕ ′ of v + G ′ with d ϕ ′ = (r, b), in the second case we similarly extend ϕ ′ . 
Claim 2. For all subtrees
As an easy consequence we observe the following fact.
where the sums are defined inductively by (OP1) and (OP2).
Now the algorithm for computing l(G) is straightforward: . However, we can reduce the running time to O(n 3 ) by neglecting "irrelevant" colorings. Note that, if (r, b 1 ) and (r, b 2 ) ∈ D Tv are possible load distributions for a tree T v imposed by colorings ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , then the load distribution with larger second component, say (r, b 2 ), will be irrelevant for computing l(G) (suppose, ϕ is an optimal coloring of G with ϕ | Tv = ϕ 2 , then replacing ϕ on T v by ϕ 1 will not increase the load). Thus, for each r we have to store only
Defining the set of relevant load distributionŝ
Obviously,D G can be computed iteratively via operations similar to (OP1) and (OP2) that are performed onD G ′ instead of D G ′ and thus require only O(n) and O(n 2 ) steps, respectively. This yields the desired O(n 3 ) bound. The iterative procedure for computing D G (orD G ) can be easily modified such that it gives not only the optimal load, but also an optimal coloring. To this end we record for each v ∈ V and each (r, b) ∈ D Tv , the summands from the distributions of the neighboring subtrees that add up to (r, b) together with the information whether or not a swap of colors occurred. This information is stored as a set
, where v ′ is a successor of v and i is 0 or 1 depending on whether (r
More precisely, we alter step 2 of the previous algorithm in the following way. 
end
Starting from an optimal load distribution d = (r 0 , b 0 ) we trace back the load computations via p and determine for each node an optimal color with the following algorithm.
Define ϕ(a)
, and go to 2.
We assume that p v (0, 0) = ∅ for all v ∈ V . Note that ϕ(v ′ ) does not depend on the order in which we select elements from M. The above algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n) time. Thus the time required to solve the MLCP on trees with n vertices is O(n 3 ). This ends the proof of Theorem 3.2.
An Approximation Algorithm for Graphs with Genus g
In this section, we show how a (1 + o(1))-approximate solution for the MLCP for graphs of genus g > 0 can be computed if ∆ = o(
). Recall that the genus of a graph is the smallest integer g such that the graph can be drawn without crossing itself on a sphere with g "handles". The problem of determining the genus of a graph is NP -hard [14] . A trivial upper bound on the genus g of a graph with m edges and n vertices is m − 1 since each crossing of two edges can be eliminated by introducing a handle. A lower bound of g ≥ m−3n 6 + 1 can be obtained by generalizing Euler's formula for planar graphs (see [15] ). The main idea of our algorithm is to partition V into two sets A and B such that
• the number of edges having both endpoints in A is at most m/2, • the same holds for B,
• there are only O( √ g∆n) edges between the sets A and B.
By coloring A and B with different colors, we obtain a coloring ϕ with l ϕ (G)
) we have a (1 + o(1))-approximate solution. A polynomial time algorithm finding a partition with O( √ n)-vertex separator for planar graphs (g = 0) was described in [10] and then extended for graphs of genus g > 0 in [6] . Let E(A), E(B), and E(A, B) denote the sets of monochromatic edges in A, B, and the set of bichromatic edges connecting A and B, respectively. Let us define a weighted graph (G, w) as a graph G = (V, E) equipped with a mapping w : V → Ê ≥0 assigning each vertex a nonnegative weight. We extend the notion of weight to arbitrary subsets V ′ of V in an obvious way as w(V ′ ) = v∈V ′ w(v). For our purpose we use the following theorem, given in [13] .
Theorem 4.1 [13] Let G be a graph of genus g > 0, having nonnegative vertex weights summing to one such that no weight exceeds 2/3. There is a partition of V into sets A and B, such that weight(A) ≤ 2/3, weight(B) ≤ 2/3, and |E(A, B)| ≤ 5 √ 3g∆n. Provided that we are given an embedding of G into its genus surface, there is an O(n+g)-time algorithm which finds such a partition.
By assigning to each vertex of G a uniform weight of 1/n, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1 Let G be a graph of genus g > 0. Then the vertices of G can be partitioned into two sets A and B, such that neither A nor B contains more than 2n/3 vertices and |E(A, B)| ≤ 5 √ 3g∆n. Provided that we are given an embedding of G into its genus surface, there is an algorithm which finds such a partition in time O(n + g). can be reduced to 1 2 by iterating the algorithm. We show this in the proof of the following Theorem 4.2. Let us remark that although it is tempting to assign the weights w(v) =
to vertices v ∈ V , the separation of the graph is done as in Corollary 4.1 with respect to uniform weights. √ g∆n. Provided that we are given an embedding of G into its genus surface, there is an algorithm which finds such a partition in time O(n + g log n).
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be an n-vertex graph with m edges of genus g > 0.
Let us define sequences of sets (A i ), (B i ) and (C i ) and a sequence of sets of edges (W i ) such that:
|E|, (iii) in the i-th step at most 5 3g∆|C i−1 | edges are added to ≤ 48 g∆n.
Since the algorithm performs at most k = O(log n) iterations, the running time is bounded by O(
i n + g , the total running time is bounded by
Corollary 4.2 Let G be any graph of genus g > 0. Given an embedding of G into its genus surface, a coloring ϕ with l ϕ (G) ≤ 1/2 + 96 √ g∆n/m can be constructed in time O(n + g log n).
For a planar graph G, we can similarly use the following separator theorem from [8] to show that a coloring ϕ with l ϕ (G) ≤ n . The separator is computable in O(nα(n, n)) sequential time.
Randomized Approximation

Approximation for General Graphs
In this section, we study the MLCP on arbitrary graphs. Since the problem is NP -hard, approximate solutions are the best one can expect to find efficiently. We first analyze the load of random colorings. With high probability, their load is less than 3 4 + O( ∆/m). This shows existence of such colorings, and also yields a randomized algorithm which can be derandomized via the standard method of conditional probabilities [2] . Since We analyze random colorings with Chebychev's inequality.
Lemma 5.1 (Chebychev's inequality) Let (Ω, È) be a discrete probability space and X : Ω → Ê a random variable with finite variance. Then for every 
For e = {v, w} ∈ E, let
We consider the three expectation terms in the above sum separately.
{u,v},{v,w}∈E
where λ denotes the number of two element sets {e, e ′ } such that |e ∩ e ′ | = 1. Each fixed edge e is incident with at most 2∆ edges e ′ . Summing over E, we count each two element set {e, e ′ } twice, hence λ ≤ m∆. 
This yields the estimate
By Chebychev's inequality, )/m exists.
Note that the dependence on ∆ cannot be avoided. This is shown by star graphs. Moreover, if ∆ = o(m), then the bound of 3 4 +o(1) cannot be improved in general. The complete graph K n = ({1, . . . , n}, {1,...,n} 2 ) satisfies l ϕ ≥ ( + o(1) for all colorings ϕ.
Random Graphs
In fact, in some sense almost all graphs have a load of 3 4 − o(1). We prove the following result. − n/m with probability greater than 1 − 2 −n .
In other words, all but a fraction of less than 2 −n of the graphs having n vertices and m edges have a load of at least 3 4 − n/m. If n = o(m), this shows that almost all graphs have a load of 3 4 − o(1).
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let G = (V, E) be the random graph described in the theorem, that is, E is a random element from {E ⊆ Hence for any fixed coloring, the probability that our random graph has load at most 3 4 − λ/m is less than exp(−2n). We conclude that the probability that there is a 2-coloring achieving a load of at most 3 4 − λ/m, is less than 2 n (the number of colorings) times this value, that is, 2 n exp(−2n) = (2/e 2 ) n ≤ 2 −n . This proves the claim.
MLCP with More than Two Colors
Most of our results have a natural extension to the MLCP with more than two colors. We believe that the following conjectures can be proven in a way that similar to (but technically more involved than) the two-color case.
• For any fixed number of colors, the MLCP is NP -complete.
• For any fixed number of colors, there is a polynomial time algorithm computing a minimal load coloring for trees.
• A tree G with m edges can be colored in k colors with load bounded by • For all graphs G = (V, E) there is a k-coloring with load at most 2k−1
• For graphs on n vertices with genus g > 0 we can find a k-coloring with load bounded by 1/k + O( √ g∆n/m).
There are graphs having small load in some numbers of colors and large one in others. We give three examples.
(i) Let G be a graph consisting of two disjoint cliques on n vertices. Then the load in two colors is
